
Thinkspace Projects Presents Three Brand New Solo Shows From Prominent Street Artists

Gallery One | ADOR | Tales of Past Times
Gallery One | PEZ | One Smile, Many Styles

Gallery Two | DRAGON76 | Noroshi

Work by ADOR (left), Work by PEZ (center), Work by DRAGON76 (right)
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Los Angeles, CA (December 1, 2021) - Thinkspace Projects is thrilled to present three debut
west coast solo shows, each from a revered street artist. It is a tough task to be a relevant and
versatile street artist for an extended period of time, but ADOR, PEZ, and DRAGON76 have
accomplished just that, blessing walls around the world, and now the walls of Thinkspace Projects.
As some of the very few street artists who have been consistently active for a long time, each has
amassed the love and respect of many peers and fans around the globe.

In Gallery One, ADOR’s ‘Tales of Past Times’ is an incredible gallery show from the prominent
street artist, presenting novel scenes that allow the viewer to create their own story and
interpretation. The work contains the humanoid characters that have made ADOR’s murals so
iconic, albeit on a smaller scale. In his newest works, he has created work that is influenced by,
and even extracted from, tales of our own deviances. Although the characters are whimsical, they
are deeply rooted in reality, thanks to ADOR’s observational nature. ADOR hopes that people can
see themselves in the whole story, and reflect on their own related experiences.

http://thinkspaceprojects.com/


Staying relevant and innovative over a long period of time takes flexibility and the ability to evolve,
two things PEZ has demonstrated. While elements of his signature style are constant, PEZ has
mastered variability in an impressive way, as demonstrated by “One Smile, Many Styles,” also in
Gallery One. For his debut west coast solo exhibition PEZ does not disappoint, delivering a myriad
of styles for his long-time fans to enjoy, all of which come together to create the “PEZ Universe.” He
asks his fans to travel to this fantastical place exploring all his different styles and mediums. Here,
one can find sculptures, acrylic works, spray paint based works, wood cuts and other surprises.
He aims to stimulate his signature joy in others.

In Gallery Two, check out DRAGON76’s “Noroshi,” the artist’s debut solo exhibition with
Thinkspace Projects and first on the west coast of the United States. The title of this show,
“Noroshi”, is the Japanese word meaning smoke signal, a fitting title as smoke is prominent in
much of the artist’s work. Furthermore, just as smoke spreads, DRAGON76 hopes to spread his
style and message through this collection of work, enveloping viewers in his own world. His
intricate and complex style is rooted in a combination of Graffiti, Manga and Ukiyo-e. The
landscapes and figures are defined by black shadows, mimicking traditional block printing, and are
superimposed upon textured layers of vibrant colour, creating a striking effect. His work connects
to the soul of the viewer with a touch that is passionate and full of vitality, rooted in his street art
past.

All three solo shows open December 11, 2021 with a reception from 5PM to 8PM. All of the artists
will be in attendance. On view until January 1, 2021 at Thinkspace Projects.

About Thinkspace
Thinkspace was founded in 2005; now in LA’s thriving West Adams District, the gallery has
garnered an international reputation as one of the most active and productive exponents of the
New Contemporary Art Movement. Maintaining its founding commitment to the promotion and
support of its artists, Thinkspace has steadily expanded its roster and diversified its projects,
creating collaborative and institutional opportunities all over the world. Founded in the spirit of
forging recognition for young, emerging, and lesser-known talents, the gallery is now home to
artists from all over the world, ranging from the emerging, mid-career, and established.
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